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Dyvour peruken ampal amwee

Ref mexi 7879 (in) 68566

1. FBPRIME CONTRACT AGENT AMPAL-1 (IDEN-1) GOING MEXI 29 NOV
PICK UP AMWEE-1 MESSAGES AND AMWEE-2 PASSPORT FROM AMWEE-3 AND
DEBRIEF AMWEE-3 RE PLANS TRANSFER TO GUADALAJARA.

2. AMPAL-1 WILL STAY HOTEL FRANCIS UNDER ALIAS JOE ANDERSON.
REQUEST MEXI STAFFER CONTACT AMPAL-1 AT HOTEL BETWEEN 0900 AND 1100
HOURS 30 NOV TO DELIVER REF LETTER TO A-1 WHO WILL BRING BACK TO
WAVE SAME DAY. STAFFER CAN INTRODUCE SELF AS COLLEAGUE OF GORDON
R. HAWLOTT (IDEN-2).

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *ENVELOPES RECD FROM NIEXIT-3 ON 23 NOV